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Phase diagram of C60 from ab initio intermolecular potential
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Recently a new intermolecular potential forC60 was derived fromab initio calculations. Using this
new interaction potential we numerically study the phase diagram of fullerite. Several numerical
techniques are used in order to ascertain the correctness of the results. We predict thatC60 can be
found in the liquid state for densities between 0.468 and 0.845 nm23 and temperatures between 1881
and 2012 K. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!51126-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of fullerite-C60 at densities and tempera
tures where a solid phase coexists with fluid phases rem
an open problem. On the theoretical side, the pionee
works of Hagenet al.1 and Chenget al.2 were in conflict
regarding the question of the stability of the liquid pha
Experiments have been also unable to provide an unamb
ous answer to this question so far. From the technolog
point of view, the existence of liquidC60 would be very
interesting regarding its application as a lubricant. The in
val of temperature and densities where the liquid phase
eventually be stable being possibly quite small, a good
perimental control of pressure and temperature is neede
search for the liquid phase. Furthermore, it is possible
the region of liquid stability occurs at temperatures where
C60 molecule could start to polymerize.3

Previous theoretical calculations start with a pheno
enological interaction potential proposed by Girifalco. T
Girifalco potential is anomalous as compared to the Lenna
Jones potential because it is deeper and the attraction ran
smaller and steeper. Ashcroft4 argued that the short-rang
character of the attraction in the Girifalco potential cou
lead to the metastability of the liquid phase ofC60. The role
of the interaction range was further studied in the contex
the hard sphere Yukawa fluid,5 where it was found that for
sufficiently short interaction ranges the system has no st
liquid phase.

Hagenet al. used the Gibbs ensemble method6 to com-
pute the liquid-vapor coexistence line and Gibbs-Duh
integration7 to compute the solid-fluid coexistence line a
found that the liquid phase ofC60 is metastable. On the othe
hand, Chenget al., using integral equation methods~HMSA,
hypernetted mean spherical approximation! and a freezing
entropic criterion due to Giaquinta and co-workers,8 found
the triple point at a temperatureTTP51774 K and density
rT50.944 nm23 and a critical point at temperatureTC

52050 K and densityrc50.56 nm23. The critical tempera-
ture found by Hagenet al. was considerably lower,TC

51798610 K. More recent studies for the Girifalco pote
7380021-9606/2000/113(2)/738/6/$17.00
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tial using the MHNC approximation~modified hypernetted
chain!,9 together with the entropic criterion for the freezin
gave a stable liquid phase withTTP51620 K andrTP51
nm23 andTC51920 K,rc50.6 nm23. Yet another method
HRT ~hierarchical reference theory!, was applied to the Giri-
falco potential,10 giving both TC and TTP at a much higher
value, TC52138 K, rC50.5 nm23, TTP51979 K andrTP

50.848 nm23. It is quite interesting to note that integra
equation methods give results for the binodal and the fre
ing line of the Lennard-Jones9 system in good agreemen
with results obtained from free energy calculations.11

An important issue is the adequacy of the Girifalco
potential to reproduce the properties ofC60. A different but
related interaction potential was proposed by Broughton
co-workers12 which is a shell model in which the radius o
each molecule is allowed to be a dynamical variable. Us
isothermal isobaric molecular dynamics and free-energy
culations, the authors found, in agreement with Hagenet al.,
no triple point. Recently, two of us13 have proposed anab
initio interaction potential that is able to reproduce more
curately the experimental pressure-volume isotherm dat
high pressures~up to 20 GPa!. This new interaction potentia
is considerably softer at short distances than the Girifa
potential.

The purpose of the present work is to determine ac
rately the phase diagram ofC60 making use of this new
interaction potential. Due to computer time limitations, w
have not included in the calculations the three-body
~Axilrod-Teller! interaction term also known for theC60

system.13 Being mostly repulsive, the AT term will shift the
two-body potential phase diagram to lower temperatur
The liquid-vapor coexistence line was obtained by us b
from Gibbs ensemble simulations and from the computat
of relative free energies all the way from the vapor phase
the liquid phase crossing the thermodynamically unsta
two-phase region. We made use of a recently develo
method based on the generalization of multiple histogram
volume and temperature extrapolations~GMH! rather than
temperature extrapolations alone.14 For the solid-fluid coex-
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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istence we have first computed absolute free energies o
solid and of the fluid phase at a given density and temp
ture and then we use the GMH method to compute diff
ences in free energies to other thermodynamic states.
coexistence curves are obtained from the free-energy cu
by the application of the double tangent construction. T
absolute free-energy calculations allow us to avoid poss
ergodicity problems expected for simulations done in
two-phase region where the crystal coexists with the flui

II. FREE-ENERGY CALCULATIONS AND SIMULATION
DETAILS

The expression for the interaction potential used in
present work can be found in Eq.~2! and Table I of Ref. 13.
We studied systems ofN5108, N5256 andN5500 par-
ticles and we made various series of canonical ensem
(NVT) simulations. Each series is done at a given tempe
ture. For the system with 108 particles we made two serie
simulations, one at 2000 K and another at 1800 K. For 2
particles we made a series of simulations at 2000 K and
N5500 the corresponding series was made at 1900 K.

The series of simulations for the largest systemsN
5256 and N5500) covers specific volumes from 42
cm3/mol up to volumes of 5000 cm3/mol. For the smallest
system specific volumes as large as 8500 cm3/mol were con-
sidered. Each series of simulations includes around 80 si
lations. The simulations are done in a cubic box and
particle positions are initially in a face centered cubic~fcc!
lattice. In a typical run we made 50 000 MCS/N ~Monte
Carlo steps per particle! for equilibration and we made mea
sures for another 50 000 MCS/N. The measurements wer
saved into a file, therefore being available for later analy
We have always used a cutoff radius equal to half the len
of the simulation box. In all our calculations we have co
rected the results, including standard long-ran
corrections.15 We combine each pair of closest volum
simulations in a series using the GMH method that allow
to compute Helmholtz free energies at different volumes

FIG. 1. Helmholtz free energybF(T,V)/N, as a function of volume per
particle atT52000 K for system sizesN5108~solid line!, 256~dotted line!
andN5500 ~dashed line!. The results forN5108 include data up to 8500
cm3/mol and data forN5256 andN5500 include data up to 5000 cm3/mol
only.
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temperatures relative to some thermodynamic state. For
application of the GMH method we measure the volume
rivatives of the internal energy up to fifth order.14 The main
quantity we compute isbFC(T,V)2bSFC(TS ,VR), where
TS is the simulation temperature,VR is the volume of one of
the simulations in the series andFC(T,V) is the configura-
tional part of the Helmholtz free energy.

The excess Helmholtz free-energy relative to the id
gas is defined by

bFexc~T,V!5b@F~T,V!2F id~T,V!#

5bFC~T,V!2N~ ln r21!, ~1!

whereF id(T,V) is the ideal gas free energy. The above eq
tion can be rewritten as

bFexc~T,V!5bSFexc~TS ,VR!

1@bFC~T,V!2bSFC~TS ,VR!#1N ln
rR

r
. ~2!

The quantity bFC(T,V)2bSFC(TS ,VR) is directly
measured from the simulations and given by the GM
method. Thus we need to computebSFexc(TS ,VR) for a suit-
able reference state. To obtain the fluid excess free en
we would like to use as a reference thermodynamic poin
system with very small density such that the excess free
ergy relative to the ideal gas is small. Considering only
second virial correction we obtainbSFexc(TS ,VR)
5B2(TS)rR . The computation of the second virial coeffi
cient for T52000 K givesB2522.557 81 nm3 and for T
51900 K we obtainB2522.913 98 nm3.

The Gibbs ensemble simulations were performed fo
system of 500 particles. As with the GMH simulations, sta
dard long-range corrections, although small, were alw
considered, as well as the range of the interaction, which
been taken as half the length of the simulation boxes.
each simulation we have made 50 000 MCS/N for equilibra-
tion and another 70 000 MCS/N for averages.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 we show the absolute configurational Helm
holtz free-energy valuebFC(T,V)/N5bFexc(T,V)/N1 ln r
21 for each of the three system sizes studied and foT
52000 K. Results forN5108 include data up to 8500
cm3/mol, whereas results forN5256 andN5500 include
data up to 5000 cm3/mol. The absolute value of the fre
energy for the system with biggest volume~the reference
point! is computed from the second virial coeficient. Th

TABLE I. Values of bSFexc(TS ,VR)/N at VR5430 cm3/mol for different
system sizes and different simulation temperatures.

N TS ~K!
bSFexc(TS ,VR)/N
without corrections

bSFexc(TS ,VR)/N
with corrections

108 1800 22.104 22.2774
500 1900 21.725 21.7574
108 2000 21.148 21.3039
256 2000 21.241 21.3022
500 2000 21.268 21.2986
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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three curves are nearly coincident in spite of the fact that
reference point forN5108 is taken at a larger volume tha
the one taken forN5256 andN5500. This means that th
second virial coefficient is the most important correction
the ideal gas limit already for systems with specific volum
equal to 5000 cm3/mol. Furthermore, one should note th
the results forN5500 are obtained from simulations atTS

51900 K and from the value ofB2 at this temperature.
To compute the absolute free energy of the solid we

VR5430 cm3/mol as the thermodynamic reference point a
we computebSFexc(TS ,VR) by coupling the system har
monically to a lattice. Following the method given by Fre
kel and Smit16 we measurebSD f CM5bS@FCM

C (TS ,VR)
2FCM

C,Ein(TS ,VR)#/N, whereFCM
C (TS ,VR) is the configura-

tional Helmholtz free energy of the system with constrain
center of mass motion atTS andVR andFCM

C,Ein(TS ,VR)/N is
the configurational Helmholtz free energy of the correspo
ing Einstein solid with constrained center of mass moti
The modified configurational energy we use is given by

Ũ~$r i%!5U~$r i
0%!1~12l!@U~$r i%!2U~$r i

0%!#

1la(
i 51

N

~r i2r i
0!2, ~3!

where $r i
0% are the sites of the underlying fcc lattice an

U($r i%) is the internal energy of the system when the p
ticles are in the coordinate configuration$r i%. Note that when
l51 we recover the Einstein solid limit and whenl50 we
recover the unmodified configurational energy.

The quantitybSFCM
C,Ein(TS ,VR)/N is computed from16

bSFCM
C,Ein~TS ,VR!/N52

3~N21!

2N
ln

p

abS
1

3

2N
ln N

1bSU~$r i
0%!/N. ~4!

In all our calculations we found convenient to choose16 a
51 eV/Å2. The results for the excess valuebSFexc(TS ,VR)
are obtained from

bSFexc~TS ,VR!/N5bSD f CM1bSFCM
C,Ein~TS ,VR!/N

2
ln VR

N
2~ ln rR21!. ~5!

The term lnVR is the increase in the Helmholtz free ener
due to the constraint on the center of mass position and m
be subtracted.

For each system size we made 11 simulations at equ
spaced values ofl in the interval@0,1# at TS andVR5430
cm3/mol. We neglected the initial 50 000 MCS/N and made
measurements in the following 100 000 MCS/N. From these
simulations we obtainbSD f CM . Using Eqs.~2! and ~5! we
are able to compute the Helmholtz free energy of the soli
a given temperature and volume. It is important to inclu
the correction due to the finite cutoff radius used in the sim
lations when calculatingbSU($r i

0%)/N. In Table I we show
the measured values forbSFexc(TS ,VR)/N with and without
the long-range correction.

In Fig. 2 we plot Helmholtz free energy of the solid as
Downloaded 25 Jun 2006 to 128.103.60.225. Redistribution subject to AI
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function of the volume per particle forT52000 K. Almost
no finite size effects are seen except deep inside the the
dynamically unstable region.

A. Liquid-vapor coexistence

For the study of the liquid-vapor coexistence we us
directly the values ofbFC(T,V)2bSFC(TS ,VR). We show
in Fig. 3 the quantitybFC(T,V)/N2bSFC(TS ,VR)/N for a
system sizeN5256, T51950 K, VR5540 cm3/mol andTS

52000 K as a function of the specific volume. We also p
the two tangent straight lines at the coexisting specific v
umes that have a common slope and that coincide with
straight line joining the two tangent points~double tangent
construction!. The symmetric value of this common slop
gives the pressure at coexistence,PL2V(T).

In Fig. 4 we show the liquid-vapor binodal line dete
mined by the free-energy calculations together with Gib
ensemble results. The two methods agree quite well.
finite size effects observed are also not very pronounced

FIG. 2. Helmholtz free energy of the solidbF(T,V)/N, as a function of the
volume per particle atT52000 K for system sizesN5108 ~solid line!, 256
~dotted line! andN5500 ~dashed line!.

FIG. 3. The quantitybFC(T,V)/N2bSFC(TS ,VR)/N for a system sizeN
5256, T51950 K,TS52000 K andVR5540 cm3/mol as a function of the
specific volume.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The critical temperature and densities were estimated
an analysis of the results in the vicinity of the critical poin
The critical parameters were obtained from a fit to the law
rectilinear diameters

r l1rv

2
5rc1A~T2TC! ~6!

and the scaling law

r l2rv5B~TC2T!b, ~7!

where the critical exponentb was taken as 0.32.r l andrv
stand for the liquid and vapor densities, respectively, anA
andB are fitting parameters. From this analysis we obtain
TC52011.761.1 K andrc50.467660.0007 nm23.

In Figs. 5–7 we present results for the coexistence v
ues of the internal energy@UL(T) andUV(T)], the coexist-
ence pressure@PL2V(T)# and the excess Helmholtz free e
ergy (bFL

exc/N andbFV
exc/N).

FIG. 4. Liquid-vapor phase coexistence in the temperature density p
Results for systems of sizesN5108 (L, TS51800 K and1, TS52000 K!,
N5256 (h), N5500 (3) and for the Gibbs ensemble (n) are shown.

FIG. 5. Liquid ~lower curve! and vapor~upper curve! internal energies at
coexistence. Same notation as in Fig. 4.
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B. Solid-fluid coexistence

To compute the solid-fluid coexistence properties
have first determined the absolute Helmholtz free energie
the solid and of the fluid phases. In this way we avoid the
of the simulations in the thermodynamically unstable reg
between the solid and the fluid that could, in principle, gi
us the relative free energy of the two phases. In that reg
ergodicity problems are expected that could spoil the resu
These ergodicity problems are not present in the liquid-va
coexistence region, as can be seen by the good agreeme
the results provided by the GMH method and the Gibbs
semble method.

In Fig. 8 we show the solid and the fluid absolute valu
of bFC(T,V)/N for a system of 500 particles atT52000 K.

The solid-fluid coexistence pressure,PS2F , is plotted as
a function of temperature in Fig. 9. In the same figure
plot the data forPL2V , the pressure at the liquid-vapor co
existence, as a line. The triple point is clearly seen a
change of slope in thePS2F(T) curve. The data for tempera

e.
FIG. 6. Liquid-vapor coexistence pressure as a function of tempera
Same notation as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 7. Liquid excess Helmholtz free energy~lower curve!, bFL
exc/N and

vapor excess Helmholtz free energy~upper curve!, bFV
exc/N at coexistence

as a function of temperature. Same notation as in Fig. 4.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tures smaller than 1800 K that correspond to fluid densi
smaller than 0.12 nm23 are obtained assuming equilibr
with an ideal gas with second virial corrections.

In Fig. 10 we plot the coexistence values ofUS(T) and
UF(T). In Fig. 11 we also show the coexistence values
the excess Helmholtz free energy for the solid,FS

exc(T) and
for the fluid FF

exc(T).
In Fig. 12 we show, in the density-temperature plane,

combined results for the solid-fluid coexistence line toget
with results for the liquid-vapor coexistence line. The resu
for the solid-fluid coexistence shown forN5256 and N
5500 with r<0.12 nm23 were obtained assuming that th
solid is in equilibrium with an ideal gas with a second viri
correction. We obtain a triple point temperatureTTP

51881.2 K and densityrTP50.8447 nm23. Analysis of Fig.
12 shows that a stable liquid phase exists in a small regio
the phase diagram of fullerite. The limiting temperature a
number density intervals which define this phase are 18
2012 K and 0.468–0.845 nm23, respectively. The results ob
tained with this new potential support the conclusio
reached by Chenget al. on the basis of the phenomenolog
cal Girifalco potential in what concerns the existence o

FIG. 8. bFC(T,V)/N at 2000 K for the fluid phase and the solid phase a
function of the volume per particle for a system ofN5500 particles.

FIG. 9. Solid-fluid coexistence pressure as a function of temperature. S
notation as in Fig. 4.
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stable liquid phase. However, the values obtained for
critical and triple-point temperatures are different, reflecti
the different physical content of the interfullerene interacti
used.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We studied the phase diagram ofC60 in the region where
the face centered cubic solid phase is in equilibrium w
fluid phases. We made use of a recently obtainedab initio
interaction potential forC60 molecules together with a new
method, the GMH method, that allows us to compute He
holtz free-energy differences relative to some thermo
namic state. These relative free energies were used to
rectly find the liquid-vapor coexistence properties. T
results obtained were found to be in close agreement w
Gibbs ensemble simulations. To investigate the solid-fl
coexistence properties we first obtained absolute free-en
values of the solid and of the fluid phases for a given th
modynamic reference state. The computation of absolute

a

e

FIG. 10. Solid~lower curve! and fluid ~upper curve! internal energies at
coexistence as a function of temperature. Same notation as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 11. Solid excess Helmholtz free energy~lower curve!, bFS
exc/N and

fluid excess Helmholtz free energy~upper curve!, bFF
exc/N at coexistence as

a function of temperature. Same notation as in Fig. 4.
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energies is required because simulations done in the the
dynamically unstable solid-fluid coexistence region are
ergodic. In this region the system becomes trapped in m
stable disordered solid configurations. To measure the a
lute free energy of the solid phase we construct a thermo
namic path connecting the solid to an Einstein solid. T
results show a very small finite size dependence. For
fluid phase we found that the inclusion of the second vi
correction to the ideal gas is enough to get reliable abso
free energies for the biggest simulated specific volumes.
have obtained several thermodynamic coexistence pro
ties. The results show that a liquid phase is stable for te
peratures TTP<T<TC with TC52011.761.1 K, TTP

51881.260.1 K and for densitiesrC<r<rTP , with rc

50.467660.0007 nm23 andrTP50.844760.0003 nm23.

FIG. 12. Phase diagram in the density-temperature plane. Same notati
in Fig. 4.
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As pointed out before, it would be relevant to assess
role of three-body forces in the definition of the phase d
gram of fullerite. Because of the peculiar character of
interfullerene interaction, the three-body forces are expec
to induce sizable changes on the position of the critical a
triple points. However, we do not expect any changes in
overall topology of the coexistence curves in the phase
gram. Work along these lines is in progress.
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